MINI-LIFT MAST FOR 5600 ORDERPICKERS

PUTTING GREATER COMFORT, EFFICIENCY, AND PRODUCTIVITY WITHIN REACH

With the growing need for more efficient order picking, warehouses are continually searching for solutions that can shave valuable seconds off every pick. Raymond answers that need for enhanced productivity with the Mini-Lift Mast option for the industry-leading model 5600 Orderpicker.

By keeping the load at an ergonomic height throughout a shift, the Mini-Lift Mast allows operators to avoid awkward reaching, lifting, and bending. Tasks can be performed in less time in a more efficient manner.

MARKETS

Medium to light order picking applications featuring shorter pallets (less than 40” long), average throughputs, and lighter loads, including:

- eCommerce
- Pharmaceutical Fulfillment
- Grocery
- Parts Distribution
- Pet Stores/Retail

Batch order picking where multiple orders are picked simultaneously or single order picking with shorter length pallets, totes or pick carts.

QUICK SPECS

+ Lift speed (empty or loaded) 28 fpm
+ Lowering speed (empty) 33 fpm
+ Lowering speed (loaded) 40 fpm

STANDARD 40” OAW OF BASELEGS

Max. elevated heights from 225” to 306”
Max. load from 1,600 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.

OPTIONAL 44” OAW OF BASELEGS (Std. for 300” El. Ht.)

Max. elevated heights from 249” to 333”
Max. load from 800 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.

OPTIONAL 48” OAW OF BASELEGS (Std. for 315” El. Ht.)

Max. elevated heights from 261” to 348”
Max. load from 800 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
ERGONOMIC DESIGN. ECONOMIC BENEFITS.

No matter how high the main picking platform, the Mini-Lift Mast keeps the pallet at the ideal stacking height for each operator at all times. With faster, easier, more ergonomic access to the load, operators maximize productivity.

RAYMOND 36-VOLT MODEL 5600 ORDER_PICKERS—ENGINEERED FOR TODAY’S FAST-PACED PICKING

MORE SPEED, LESS DOWNTIME

Exclusive ACR System™ provides longer battery life, quicker acceleration, and faster lift and lower speeds, so you can move more pallets per shift and per battery charge.

REDUCED PRODUCT DAMAGE

Variable lift/lower speeds allow precise feathering of the platform so operators can get closer to the pick for greater accuracy and control.

SHORTER TIMES BETWEEN PICKS

Raymond’s advanced intellispeed™ system optimizes truck speed based on load height for faster travel between picks and greater productivity. When included, this option delivers up to 30% faster travel times.

EFFICIENCY IN NARROWER AISLES

Exclusive intelliguide™ wire guidance system frees operators from steering responsibilities in very narrow aisles for more efficient picking and reduced impacts.

The Mini-Lift Mast is equipped with a pair of forks that allow the operator to lift and lower a pallet, keeping the pallet at waist height for easier pick handling.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
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